The burden of COVID-19 on societies and economies and the
measures are being implemented across almost all parts of the world.
The pandemic spreads among persons of all ages and conditions.
Although the majority of those who are infected with COVID-19
have a self-limiting infection and do recover, older adults are at a
significantly increased risk of severe disease following this infection.
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COVID-19 is typically signaled by three basic symptoms: a fever, an
insistent cough and shortness of breath. But the seniors may not
have these characteristics. Some symptoms described are; sleeping
more than usual, stopp eating or speaking, seeming confused, losing
orientation, becoming dizzy or falling. Also immune response may be
blunted and their ability to regulate temperature may be altered. It
is well documented that, mortalities are occurring in individuals with
underlying chronic conditions, especially those with cardiovascular
diseases, hypertension and diabetes. Underlying chronic illnesses
can mask or interfere with signs of infection in the elder people. They
may get weak and dehydrated. If early signs of COVID-19 are missed,
seniors may deteriorate before getting needed care.
This situation needs an action in solidarity to prevent the further
community spread of the virus, protecting older people living alone
in the community, as well as supporting all health and social care
workers.
In these difficult times, the elder people should not neglect or
underestimate their own health problems and cling to life. They
should keep in mind that; they are very valuable to their loved ones.
The motivation of the elderly in the home environment is important.
On the other hand, there were extraordinary seniors feeling the
urge to give a helping hand and contribute towards the fight against
Covid-19, such as sewing face-masks for front liners on a voluntary
basis or helping to distribute them.There are many stories from
different parts of the world, as examples of that this is a time to take
action, contribute and be part of the game.
It seems crucial for the societies to ensure people from all ages stay
connected.
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